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ABOUT romaniaIT
romaniaIT is a public-private initiative set up in 2006 by a group of stakeholders that included
ministries, industry associations and companies interested in promoting the national IT industry
abroad.
The brand was internationally launched in March 2007 and since then companies and national
organizations have been promoting it in international events.
romaniaIT is governed by a Sectorial Branding Committee consisting of governmental bodies and
representative national organizations.
For more information, please visit the initiative's website: www.romaniaIT.com

Brancusi's Infinite Column - The Reach for Perfection
The Infinite Column is the outstanding monumental sculpture of Romanian artist, Constantin
Brancusi, one of the most influential artists of the 20th century. As a series of connections, the
Infinite Column has come to be recognized as a symbol of the continuous effort in reaching
perfection and serves as an influential model with significant and transferable meaning.
It is used to represent Romania's IT&C industry, as the symbol embodies the distinct qualities of
Romania's talented and IT&C professionals, who strive for continuous improvement and
education in technology and creativity. The column underscores a unique quality of Romanian
culture: living links between the present and its ancient past. As with this sculpture, they are
grounded in the nation's traditions of technical excellence and constant learning with a national
focus on the achievement of the most modern of technical innovations.

ROMANIAN ASSOCIATION FOR ELECTRONICS
AND SOFTWARE INDUSTRY
The Romanian Association for Electronics and
Software Industry (ARIES) is a professional, nongovernmental organization with over 250
members national-wide. The association is
organized in four branches around the country:
Brasov, Cluj, Craiova and Timisoara, with
headquarters in Bucharest.
Since September 2004, ARIES has been close to
its members through its branch in Timisoara
(ARIES-TM) representing companies operating in
the field of software, automotive and electronics,
universities of tech profile, research and
development institutes and e-learning centers.
The association's main purpose is to promote the
ICT industry by endorsing networking relations,
informing, assisting, advising throughout projects
and to protect the technological business field
within the area. The organization also provides with
training and consultancy altogether with lobby and
advocacy for the ICT industry.
The competences of the member companies cover
all fields of the ICT industry, from software and web
applications development - business applications to robotics and artificial intelligence, from
generation of electronic equipment to authorized
dealers or mixed profile companies.
If you are looking for partners or subcontractors on
the Romanian electronics and software market
ARIES-TM can help you with:
• Support in finding partners or business
opportunities on the Romanian ICT market;
• Information on the Romanian software and
electronics industries in the Western Region of
Romania;
• Opportunity to support you in organizing different
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events, facilitation of contacts;
• Information regarding general and specific legal
and fiscal aspects.
For more information, please visit the association's
website or contact the team of our association's
branches, depending on each interests, at the
following coordinates:
ARIES Bucharest:
202A Splaiul Independentei, Bucharest,
Tel: +40-213134120, +40-213134120,
Fax: +40-213150723,
E-mail: office@aries.ro.
Website: www.aries.ro
ARIES Timisoara:
2A Paris Street, Room 413, Timisoara,
Tel: +40-356420444, +40-726345875,
E-mail: cristiana.petria@aries-tm.ro;
Website: www.aries-tm.ro
ARIES Oltenia:
12 Stefan cel Mare Street, Craiova,
Tel: +40-251412290,
Fax: +40-251418882,
E-mail: office@aries-oltenia.ro;
Website: www.aries-oltenia.ro
ARIES Transilvania:
4 NicolaeTitulescu Street, ClujNapoca,
Tel: +40-264414610, +40-264430280,
Fax: +40-264414617, +40-264430285,
Website: www.aries-transilvania.ro

Romania as a Growing Center of IT Expertise
Romania is one of the most
interesting markets in Europe for
technology investment and trade, as
well as a recognized partner for some
of the world's most demanding
customers in IT services outsourcing,
business process outsourcing, call
center
support
and
product
development.
The last decade was quite a beneficial
period for the local IT in industry: the
number of companies tripled to
11.000, as well as the number of
employees in the sector estimated at
+60.000 in 2010 only for the
software segment.
Despite significant slowdown in 2008
and 2009, accompanied by nontypical evolution of markets, niches
and companies, the focus on
increasing productivity and decreasing
costs through technology was actually
the winning card for Romanian
software companies, both on the
internal and external market.
While 2010 was a year of recovery
for Romanian software and services
exporters, 2011 was definitely, both
in number and in spirit, close to the
blooming pre-crisis period. Companies
have not only recovered significantly,
but some have picked up speed in
growing revenues and gaining
markets.
European
structural
funding
contributed
significantly
in
IT
companies' revenues compensating
the reduction of consumption on the
internal
market.
Operational
programs for increasing companies
competitiveness and development of
human resources generate numerous
projects
with
important
IT
components, both hardware and
software and services. In 2010 IT
companies revenues included over
100 million euro coming from
European funded projects and
estimates for 2011 indicate over 250
million euro in revenues from this type
of projects.
Auspices for the software and
services sector continue to be on the
positive side, based on extended
external demand, reprise of domestic
market companies' investment in IT&C
and growth of consumption generated
by European funded projects. Analysts
are rather prudent in estimating a
quite significant raise of 10-15% in
the sector turnover, which will be thus
surpassing the level of 2008.
This is also supported by recruitment
intention announcements; a survey
among ANIS members in November
2011 indicated an estimated growth
of +13% in recruitment intentions for
2012 compared to 2011. Hiring will
still be concentrated in Bucharest, the

Capital city, but significant regional
centers as Iasi and Cluj-Napoca are
still very active.
Romania as an Offshore Destination
Romania has a strong position for
attracting a significant amount of the
incoming offshoring business to be
located in CEE countries.
Many companies engaged in custom
application development for foreign
clients, as well as R&D centers or
BPO operations have built a long-time
successful presence on the Romanian
market. These companies have been
gaining experience in the offshore
business, with growing projects and
extended sector expertise, and based
on their development potential and
reliable sourcing operations they are
serving
a
large
number
of
international clients.
Attractive Price vs. Performance
Balance
Customer surveys show that costs
and pricing only represent a fraction
of the decision criteria for locating
offshoring projects. Romania is not
the lowest cost location for
outsourcing, but when performance is
added to the equation it is highly
competitive.
Previous
sector
experience, technology expertise,
quality of the proposal, solid
procedures of financial reporting and
coordination systems are some of the
criteria that decide in favor of
Romanian companies.
Technical and sector specific skills at
best practice
Romanian companies often excel in
use and development of new
technologies
and
offer
strong
software development methodologies
and processes.
Romanian IT services companies have
been involved in projects on the
internal market that addressed very
specific vertical segments or niche
technologies.
Turning
on
the
international
market,
these
companies hope to leverage turn-key
software
applications
and
customization expertise gained in,
among others, public sector, utilities,
education and finance sectors.
Ability to understand and satisfy client
needs
beyond
basic
technical
requirements
Companies with experience of
outsourcing to Eastern Europe point
to a number of advantages that the
region offers for more complex or
business-critical
engagements.
Surveys
indicate
Romanian
development companies' customers
have experienced particular good
understanding of their requirements
and business needs beyond those set
out in the RFP or project specs.

Cultural Fit, Language Skills and
Similar Mentality to US/ Western
Europe
Geographical proximity to Western
Europe is clearly common to all
developers in the CEE region, but
Romania has a cost advantage
compared to Central Europe while its
membership of the European Union
differentiates it from most of Eastern
Europe, enabling Romanian-based
providers to more easily visit or deploy
staff to client sites both within the EU
and without.
An area in which Romania is regarded
as particularly strong compared with
other countries in Eastern, or even
Central, Europe is in the language
skills of both management and
technical staff. Romania boasts one of
the highest rates in CEE of
participation in language classes at
secondary school level. Language
proficiency among the adult population
is similarly high. In addition to a
significant proportion of the labor
force having a high degree of
competency in English, there is
widespread knowledge of other
European languages, most notably
French, but also Italian and German.
Sources:
• IDC Whitepaper: Romania as an
Offshore
/
Nearshore
Outsourcing Location (2007)
• Mircea Vuici, National Institute for
Computers – Geography of the
IT&C Industry during crisis
• ANIS – Employers' Association of
the Software and Services
Industry - estimates, member
surveys and company interviews

Romania - General Info

Area – 231,391 km2 (92,043
sqmi.) (9th in EU)
Population: 19.04 Million (7th in EU)
GDP: 185 Bn EUR (2011 estimate)
Corporate tax: 16% flat, VAT level:
24%
Member of: EU, WTO, IMF, WB,
NATO
Strategic location: at the crossing of
3 pan European transport corridors,
holding the Eastern border of the
inland European Union and at the
turning point where EU meets the
Balkans and CIS countries.
Main cities: Bucuresti, Iasi, Cluj
Napoca, Timisoara, Constanta,
Craiova, Galati, Brasov
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AROBS Transilvania Software

Address:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

63 Minerilor Street,
Cluj-Napoca, Cluj County,
RO-400458
+40-264-440600
+40-261-598426
outsourcing@arobs.com.ro
www.arobs.com

Company Profile
Founded in 1998 in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, AROBS
Transilvania Software is an IT company with over 300
specialists, focused on delivering top quality mobile, Web,
and embedded application development services. The
company can be regarded as a one-stop shop, where anyone
looking for custom software development will find the full
spectrum of services and technologies.
The mobile solutions we have developed include, among
others:
• location based services,
• information services,
• medical applications,
• online banking,
• hotel booking,
• community portals and,
• games.
The user interfaces for these applications have often been
designed by our specialists and consistently drew
appreciations from customers for their great looks and
intuitive nature. Experienced with solutions ranging from
small and simple to enterprise level, featuring complex
architectures, social network integration with Facebook and
Twitter, and cross-platform compatibility, AROBS is well
equipped for the most demanding projects.
Fifteen years in custom software development, over 50
foreign customers on 3 continents and 1500 Romanian
clients, more than 300 software developers, roughly 5 years
in mobile application development, and lots of challenging
projects successfully completed are on the AROBS résume.
Started in 2008 with a couple of people, our mobile
development center expanded to over 30 specialists to meet
the rapidly increasing demand for smartphone and tablet
applications.
At MWC 2013 we aim at leveraging our broad technical and
industry expertise, well defined and effective development and
quality control processes, and the creativity of our specialists
to establish strategic partnerships in software development
with companies that make no compromises on quality. We
are also highly interested in identifying partners with service
portfolios that complement ours to increase the chances of
both parties to win bids on projects none of us could tackle
by itself.
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ALLVIEW

Address:

ALLVIEW stands for courage
in innovation and tackle
new technologies!

61 Brazilor Street
Braøov, Braøov County,
RO-500313

Phone:

+40-268-337085

Fax:

+40-268-338368

Email:

sales@allviewmobile.com

Web:

www.allviewmobile.com

Company Profile
VISUAL FAN was established in 2002, in
Brasov, Romania and set as a business
objective the production and selling of
electronic products.
Starting from April 2004, the company
developed a new brand: Allview. All the
products started to be sold under this
umbrella from than on. Moreover in 2007 the
company added GPS navigation systems.
In the spring of 2008, after an in-depth
analysis of the mobile phone reach into the
market, the top management decided to use
the team's potential in order to add Dual SIm
mobile phones to its product range. The
company started with 2 models of Dual Sims
and has recently reached a number of 25
products, with different functionalities and
advantages . The range includes nine
smartphones that were really well received by
the market.
In December 2010, Allview was the first
Romanian company that launched a PC tablet
on the market: AllDro. Since then the portfolio
has expanded to a number of 21 devices: 19
tablet PCs and two multimedia boxes. Taking
into consideration the latest trends of the
mobile communication market, Allview wishes
to extend its product range in 2013, by
launching new and competitive products. In
April 2011 Visual Fan was awarded the
excellence diploma by the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry from Brasov for its
research and development activity in the past
5 years.
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APPSCEND

Address:

26 Acidava Street,
5th District, Bucureøti,
RO-050316

Phone:

+40-740 369451

Email:

sebi@appscend.com

Web:

www.appscend.com

Company Profile
Founded in 2011 by Sebastian Vaduva,
Gabriel Dobocan and Andrei Marinescu,
APPSCEND is the world's first cross-mobile
performance based application platform.
With over 1600 registered companies and
more than 250 applications listed in Apple's
App Store and Google Play, APPSCEND
offers its customers the fastest cross
platform development technology available
on the market today, together with a
complete list of backend technologies that
ensure application & user management, a
powerful push platform as well as app
analytics.
Having a holistic approach by providing a
collection of software tools, integrated into a
unified, web-based dashboard, clients can
build, deploy, manage and most importantly
monetize native, cross platform mobile
applications. All these elements work
together to create a powerful mobile
ecosystem generating additional value and
unprecedented
actionable
marketing
insights. APPSCEND's vision is to create
mobile, interactive experiences that drive
simple and fast-paced engagement.
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CREATIVE STAFF

Address:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

12 Constantin Lacea Street
Braøov, Braøov County,
RO-500112
Working Point:
4th Timiøul Sec Street,
Braøov, Braøov County,
RO-500163
+40-268-422922
+40-268-422772
office@dgr.ro
www.difine.eu
www.dgr.ro

Company Profile
Production and whosale of leather
goods: leather phone covers / leather
tablet covers

Product offer:
DIFINE LEATHER PHONE COVERS
DiFine covers for cell phones are
practical,
modern
and
are
manufactured in one of the specialized
departments
of
our
company
DIVERSITAS GROUP ROMANIA from
Brasov. High quality leather and
materials are used to produce DiFine
cases for mobile and tablet devices in
a range of about 40 colors. Both
boxes and covers can be personalized
with customer's logo. We pay a
special attention both to design and
manufacturing process. Diversitas
Group started its activity in 1993,
offering
high quality products,
services and co-operating with worldrenowned companies. This fact has
helped us to continuously develop and
improve.
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mTicket
Address:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

®

77 Nicopole Street,
Braøov, Braøov County,
RO-500063
+40-318-222122
+40-268-473000
office@mticket.co
www.mticket.co

Company Profile
«mTicket» is a SMS-based mobile couponing and
mobile ticketing service 100% compatible with all
mobile phones. mTicket technology enables the
scanning, redemption and tracking of unique digital
coupons and tickets from basically every mobile phone
in the market.
Every mobile subscriber arround the world has a
mobile phone and can receive SMS, as it is the only
technology that offers this type of service of any other
mobile ticketing technology or service in the world.
There is no market, area or country in which mTicket
cannot be utilized.
After succesfully implementation of mobile couponing
for retail and mobile ticketing projects on local
romanian market, our company is looking for
worldwide expansion working with companies active in
mobile marketing field, in mobile industry, as well as
providing mobile payment services.
As technology provider for mobile couponing and
ticketing services we are interested in closing
strategic partnerships providing white label solution
for those interested.
mTicket's potential partners covers a wide range of
industries and activities: mobile operators, mobile
service integrators, mobile payments service
providers, mobile marketers and agencies, public
transportation companies, event promoters, retailers.
Being the most versatile technology on the market, we
cover both areas of mobile ticketing and mobile
couponing sectors.
We guarantee 100% fraud protection for mobile
ticketing services due to our real-time validation.
Regarding the mobile marketing industry we provide
most complete picture of the tactics, pricing
strategies, customers data, the use of mobile
couponing system, the visual interaction with
consumers, to perfect the entire end-to-end marketing
strategy.
mTicket creates and delivers mobile and visual
consumer experiences that increase loyalty, create
brand differentiation, and maximise the sale revenues.
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by DataTEK GROUP INC

EVOLINE

Company Profile

Address:

evoline - Your partner in software
development
In today's turbulent business environment when optimizing its operations is a must for
every company - you benefit from the highest
quality
and
cost
effective
software
development relying relying on a flexible and
interactive partnership.

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

109 Republicii Street
Cluj Napoca, Cluj County,
RO-400489
+40-372-626800
+40-372-626801
office@evoline.ro
www.evoline.ro

evoline is one of Transylvania's most
significant software companies employing
more than 380 highly qualified software
developers and specialists in IT services
working in a multicultural environment.
Alongside with our Hungarian and German
partners,
we
are
specialized
in
Nearshore/Offshore Software Development
Outsourcing, Custom Software Development,
IT Support Services and Mobile Application
Development of the highest quality in various
industries using a large variety of development
technologies. Our numerous, successfully
completed projects and satisfied clients attest
the high level of our services and skills of our
colleagues.
Our main areas of expertise, but not limited
to, are:
• Multimedia
• Games
• News Portals
• Industrial Utilities
• Railway Automation
• Operation Control Systems
• Train Control Systems
• Industrial Automation
• Engineering and Commissioning Tools
• Graphical Development Environment
• Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES)
• New Product Development
• Product Specification Management
• Laboratory Information Systems
• Online Betting Systems
• Application Help Desk Services
Our featured products are:
• Interval Timer
• Matchmore
• Deliri-O-Meter
www.evoline.ro
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IQUEST TECHNOLOGIES

Address:

6-8 Motilor Street,
Cluj-Napoca, Cluj County,
RO-400001

Phone:

+40-372-343400

Fax:

+40-264-590682

Email:

ionut.pop@iquestgroup.com

Web:

www.iquestgroup.com

Company Profile
iQuest provides end-to-end development of mobile enterprise solutions,
working across all major mobile platforms. We enhance the mobile
capabilities of leading banking and financial institutions, automotive, telecom,
travel and retail companies mainly in Germany, Switzerland, the UK,
Scandinavia and the US. Our proven multi-platform development expertise
enables us to deliver innovative mobile solutions, helping our customers
harness the immense potential of enterprise mobility.
Our expertise covers:
• Native mobile applications: iOS, Android, WP7
• Mobile interfaces for enterprise systems
• mCommerce and payment systems
• Rich content delivery and video streaming
• GPS, maps and location based services
• Social network integration
• Mobile Web
• Complex UI & UX usability analysis, artwork and design
• Marketing apps
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IT

IT SIX GLOBAL SERVICES

Company Profile
IT Six Global Services is a global
technology and outsourcing company,
committed to deliver innovation through
software services. With offices in Craiova
(Romania) and Stockholm (Sweden) and
representatives
in
Germany,
the
Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, the U.S.,
Belgium and France, IT Six has become
one of the largest and most respected
software houses in the region.

SIX GLOBAL
S E RV I C E S

Address:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

111 Decebal Blvd.,
Craiova, Dolj County,
RO-200646
+40-351-804949
+40-351-804948
office@itsix.com
www.itsix.com

What makes IT Six different is the unique
blend of technical proficiency, vertical
industry expertise, methodology and
process driven approach to engineering,
commitment to clients & partners, great
language and communication skills and
the passion for team-work.
We are specialized in several flavors of
Software Outsourcing services, grouped in
six lines of business: Software Application
Development, Research & Development,
Design
and
Usability,
Quality
Assurance/Testing, IT Consultancy,
Mobile Development. We manage the
entire cycle of a software project by
providing you with experienced teams that
will contribute each step of the way: from
analysis and architecture, going through
implementation and deployment, to
maintenance and support.
IT SIX develops software in SCRUM /
AGILE environments for various industries
(telecom, transportation, media, software
security, government, health care,
financial, manufacturing, etc) primarily
with Java, MS .Net, C/C++, PHP and a
variety
of
databases.
Business
Intelligence, ETL, Cloud Computing,
Advanced Analytics, MobileDevelopment
are also our cup of tea.
The combination of technical and
communicational skills, very competitive
pricing and great work ethic is what
places IT Six in the top tier of world class
service providers.
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QUALTEH

Address:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

53 Liviu Rebreanu Blvd.,
Timiøoara, Timiø County,
RO-300210
+40-256-281830
+40-256-281830
info@qualteh.com
www.iqteh.com
www.m8m.ro
www.qualteh.com

Company Profile
From the beginning, QUALTEH ROMANIA was the
number one company in the development and
innovation of tailored solutions for sales force.
It all started eight years ago by developing solutions for
managing and streamlining the sales process in one of
the biggest showrooms in Romania. We were the first to
extend this solution as a new architecture to support the
distribution companies. That was the first version of the
well-known SFA solution, Runsales, and was running on
PDAs.
We invested in technology and were able again, to be the
first company in Romania to developed the SFA solution
for the Smartphone, using the advantages of mobile
communication. We were first company to provide
customers the posibility to update the information in real
time, thus the Qpush option became available for
QUALTEH ROMANIA partners.
We are the first company in the region that has
developed RunSales for cloud computing, thus offering
the first online platform designed as a integrated solution
for automation of sales process - IQsfa, for managing
customer and supplier relations - IQcrm, for the
continuous performance appraisal of your employees IQhr.
We are the first company in the region to offer all of its
applications for the BlackBerry platform. We launched in
2012 all of our applications for the Android platform.
INNOVATION is at the heart of our design, we always
combined the best technology with the best intelligence
and together with our partners succeeded in finding the
best solutions.
Thank you for helping us to be the first!
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SIMPLUS INVEST

Address:

96 Dambului Street,
4th District, Bucureøti,
RO-041243

Phone:

+40-21-5890033

Fax:

+40-21-4043147

Email:

office@simplus.ro

Web:

www.simplus.ro

Company Profile
SimPlus - Your trusted mobile payment aggregator in
Romania.
SimPlus is the biggest Premium Rate Services Operator (SMS
and Voice) on the Romanian market, one of the largest in
Central and Eastern Europe, being the first company that
introduced on the Romanian market in 2002 the Premium
SMS and Voice services and micropayments. We also
developed the first techniques and applications for interactivity
by SMS with television networks and media channels in
general. The SimPlus platform offers a viable and quick solution
for you to interact with your customers and can connect your
products and services with phone users from around the
globe.
We are the most complete Integrator of these services in
Romania, covering all the aspects, not only some niche ones.
We also have agreements with all the major international
payments aggregators.
With seriousness, professionalism, quickness and flexibility we
developed our partnership portfolio with all the biggest
Television, Newspapers and Magazines, Advertising and Digital
Agencies (BBDO, Saatchi, Publicis, etc), content providers and
record labels, local and central administration, public transport
operators and vending machines operators on the market.

History and innovation in Romania
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The first SMS dedication service on a television screen
(2002)
The first SMS news subscription service (2003)
The first SMS quiz (2003)
The first SMS interactive game for TV (2004)
The first micropayments service
The first voice micropayments service
The first SMS2mail and mail2SMS service
The first voice recognition software for Romanian language
The first integrated platform (TV/web/mobile)
The first integrated (voice/SMS) independent operator
The first sms parking provider (2007)
The first sms solution for public transport ticketing (2010)
The first mobile payment solution for vending machines
(2011)
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TRANSILVANIA SOFTWARE

Address:

Phone:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

11 Donath Street,
Bl. M4, Ap. 28,
Cluj-Napoca, Cluj County,
RO-400301
+40-264-598204
+40-264-598426
info@smailo.ro
www.smailo.ro

Company Profile
Transilvania Software is a Cluj-based Romanian
provider of software outsourcing services and
IT solutions.
The company is a market leader in Romania
with its GPS fleet tracking solution, which is
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becoming equally popular in neighboring
countries like Moldova and Hungary.
Transilvania Software is also highly
successful in distributing an Android based
sales force automation system and the first
company to provide a Traffic Message
Channel service in Romania on tablets,
smartphones, and the Smailo GPS
navigation system.
Our target market has been showing an
ever increasing demand for mobile
solutions, which we plan to meet through
strategic business partners for mobile
application development & testing. We are
also looking for opportunities for joint
ventures in mobile application development
and software outsourcing projects.
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mTicket

IT

SIX GLOBAL
S E RV I C E S

®

Thank You

AROBS Transilvania Software
EVOLINE
IQUEST
TRANSILVANIA SOFTWARE

for joining us
at the
Cluj-Napoca

Mobile World Congress
ALLVIEW
CREATIVE STAFF
mTicket

2013!

Braøov
QUALTEH

Timiøoara
MINISTRY OF ECONOMY

APPSCEND
SIMPLUS

IT SIX GLOBAL SERVICES

Craiova

Bucureøti
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